Abstract Mobile autonomous robotics is a young and complex field of research. Since the world is uncertain and since robots can only gain partial information about it, probabilistic navigation algorithms became popular whenever a robot has to localize itself or surrounding objects. Furthermore, cooperative exploration and localization approaches have become very relevant lately, as robots begin to act not just alone but in groups. Within my thesis I analyze, how information can be exchanged between robots in order to improve their world model. Therefore I examine how communication of spatial percept-relations can help to improve the accuracy of the world model, in particular when the robots are poorly self-localized. First, percept-relations are being used to increase the modeling accuracy in static situations, later the approach is extended to moving objects. After focussing on suitable sensory data for communication, in the second part I present a Bayesian modeling approach, using constraint satisfaction techniques for complex belief functions. Constraint based localization methods will be analyzed in order to have a group of robots efficiently localized and to model their environment. The presented algorithms were implemented and tested within the RoboCup Standard Platform League (SPL).
Introduction
Motivation for my thesis [1] is the limited perception of the robots, which are equipped with low resolution CCDcameras and which have to act in the dynamic environment of the RoboCup Standard Platform League. For these robots, keeping track of landmarks, of the ball and of other robots is very important to successfully fulfill their tasks: to position, to get to the ball, to avoid opponent players, to kick passes and to score goals.
A lot of work has been done so far on single-robot localization and tracking. Nowadays, robots often have to work within a group. Thus, to have a group of robots solving a task cooperatively, important research areas are cooperative perception, localization and planning.
Spatial Percept-Relations
A possibility for robots to communicate sensory data without being localized is to use multiple percepts within the same image, so called percept-relations, introduced in [2] . When the object to localize was seen together with one or more reference objects whose position is static and known, e.g., in soccer a flag or a goal, the robot can infer about the distance between both objects. Percepts examples from the SPL are shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 (a) presents the remaining positions of an object in relation to a reference object. Thus, percept-relations can be used to constrain the state space of possible objectrelations. But most percepts do not contain sufficient information to calculate an exact position for an object, i.e., usually ambiguities remain. Therefore communication of multiple percept-relations within a group of robots is necessary to provide all agents with sufficient sensory data input. The main advantage of this approach, compared to other approaches where egocentric models must be transformed into allocentric ones, is that the communication of perceptrelations works for non-localized robots.
In my thesis I focussed on percept-relations, where one perceived object refers to a landmark and one to an object to model, but other approaches might work as well. Further, I evaluated the information gain from those relations and the error correlation of perceived objects within the same image.
As a proof of concept, a cooperative ball tracking approach and a cooperative self-localization approach using the modeled ball as a reference position were implemented and compared to a non-cooperative modeling approach, cf. Fig. 3 . Both algorithms are based on a Monte-Carlo particle filter and were evaluated on the Aibo ERS-7 robot. Later I analyzed how percept relations can be used to model dynamic objects. Two robots localizing the ball with percept-relations, the upper robot is localizing, using its distance to the upper flag and its distance to the modeled ball position. Two particle clouds can be seen, one for the ball, one for the robot Because the sensory model of percept-relations is usually multi modal, i.e., not representable by a single Gaussian, and since the calculational power of an Aibo or even Nao is limited (576 MHz RISC processor on the Aibo), neither Kalman nor particle filters seemed to be the solution of choice. Therefore, I analyzed in how far constrained based 
Constraint Based Localization
Constraint based localization methods are introduced and applied to self-localization and to cooperative player modeling. A group of robots creates a model of their positions. First every robot localizes on its own, later cooperatively. The approach was implemented and evaluated within a simulator, cf. Fig. 7 . At this point, some important aspects of constraint satisfaction problems shall be presented:
A constraint C is defined over a set of variables V . The values every variable v i ∈ V can take is defined by its domain Dom(v i ). A constraint C defines for a variable set which values the variables of V can take:
More formal, all constraints are defined over the set of all variables v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k but not all variables have to be affected by the constraint. The domain of a variable v is denoted by Dom(v), and the whole universe under consideration is given by
Here, all domains Dom(v) are considered to be continuous intervals of real values, i.e., U ⊆ k . Given a picture of a scene, there are constraints between objects in the image and objects in reality. Object parameters, image parameters and camera parameters are bound by constraints. Consecutive robot positions are strongly correlated and can be described as constraints containing odometry, control data and velocities. Furthermore, one has to deal with noisy and ambiguous sensory data. Ambiguous sensory data result in an ambiguous object state. Noisy sensory data can result in inconsistencies. For those paradigms, quality measures and their properties as, e.g., monotony are introduced.
Constraint Generation and Propagation are key aspects within my thesis. I present how sensory data from flags and field lines can be used to generate constraints which are easy to calculate and to store in memory. Furthermore I will introduce a constraint propagation algorithm for the given constraints. To get a first glimpse of a constraint propagation method, which I applied, see Figs. 6 and 7.
When global inconsistencies occur, there is no global solution for the given constraint satisfaction problem. In contrast to other CSPs, in mobile robotics there has to be a solution in reality for a set of constraints, even if those constraints are inconsistent with each other. To find such a solution, one can use different propagation algorithms which are introduced within this work and analyzed with regard to applicability (memory needs, calculation time). For example, one can propagate constraints as long as no inconsistencies occur and then stop propagating. Another possibility is to define different propagation operators or to relax a subset of constraints from the propagation process.
Summary
In my thesis I analyzed which sensory data is feasible for cooperative localization. I introduced the concept of percept- Fig. 8 Runtime comparison, constraint-vs. particle-based approach on a 2 GHz Centrino processor. The left gray box emphasizes the time interval, in which 6 line percepts and two goal post percepts were available, the right box represents the calculation times when only one line percept was available. Gray plot: Monte-Carlo particle filter, using 100 particles. Average calculation time: 316 μs. Dark plot: calculation time for a constraint based approach. Average calculation time: 279 μs relations and the resulting belief functions. To overcome limitations of Kalman and particle filters I applied constraint based methods to the RoboCup domain. I show in experiments, that constraint based localization methods can be superior to Kalman and Monte Carlo approaches in situations with sparse and/or ambiguous sensory data, e.g., when the robot is detecting a field line. In other cases, i.e., when other percepts are available, Monte Carlo approaches and constraint-based approaches can be comparable in accuracy and calculation time, cf. Fig. 8 . In general, of course, the resulting performance of each of the approaches depends on many aspects, as the available sensory data, limitation of perception, sensory data accuracy and update frequency. My most significant publications with regard to percept-relations and constraint based modeling are [2] and [3] . The first paper refers to percept-relations, the second work is strongly related to constraint based localization.
